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Sewing Supplies:
Husqvarna viking•	 ® Designer ruby™
Husqvarna viking•	 ® embroidery Cutwork 
needle kit  920268-096
Husqvarna viking•	 ® embroidery Design 
Collection: easy Cutwork #230             920269-096
Husqvarna viking•	 ® 1¼” edge                            
stitching Foot  4129141-46
inspira•	 ® aqua Magic Water soluble stabilizer                  
 140000666
inspira•	 ® Dissolve a-Way plus stabilizer                            
 620083596
scissors•	
robison anton 40wt. rayon Threads (for •	
embroidery)
bobbin Thread •	
ruler (with 90 degree angle)•	
pictogram™ pen or Fabric Marker •	

Fabric: 
Felted Wool, 11/3 yards (120cm) in a square. 

Create the Pattern:
Create the pattern by folding a 11/3 yard (120cm) piece 

of  pattern paper down the center.  

Fold it again.   

Fold	the	square	in	thirds.		Fold	the	first	third	toward	
the center the other thirds towards the back.

Fold again in the center, then use a dinner plate as a 
template to cut the rounded edge.

Cut:
pin the pattern on the felted wool on the fold, and cut 
out the Tree skirt. 90 90
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Embroidery
Thread your Husqvarna viking® Designer 
ruby™ with robison anton 40wt rayon thread on 
top and a bobbin thread in the bobbin. select the 
embroidery from Husqvarna viking® easy 
Cutwork #230.  select design #20.

Positioning of  the Embroidery:

use a pictogram™ pen or a Fabric Marker to draw a 
line from the tip to tip of  the scallop. Draw a center 
line.  Mark the center at the bottom by folding the 
fabric and putting a pin in the lower edge of  the curve. 
use a ruler with a 90 degree angle and draw a line from 
the	pin	to	the	first	line	using	a	90	degree	angle.

Embroidery:

Continue to sew the embroideries around the Tree 
skirt, with one embroidery placed in each scallop.

Finish the Edge of the Tree Skirt:
remove the embroidery unit and place the accessory 
box on the machine.

use the seWing aDvisor® and select the Fabric: 
Woven Heavy. 

select stitch #9, which is the reinforced straight stitch 
with right needle position.

Change to the Husqvarna viking® ¼” edge 
stitching Foot (4129141-46).

select needle up/Down so the needle stops in down 
position. The Husqvarna viking® Designer 
ruby™ will stop with the needle down to pivot and 
make it easier to move the fabric in the curves.

Cut away as much of  the stabilizer as possible. rinse 
the	fabric	in	cold	water.	Dry	flat	and	press	with	low	
heat, if  needed.

Bring in the Christmas tree, and enjoy! 
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